DRAGON’S BACK

Starting Point  Shek O Road near To Tei Wan Village → 1. Shek O Peninsula Viewing Point → ② Shek O Peak → ③ Dragon’s Back → ④ Pottinger Gap → ⑤ Big Wave Bay  End Point

Most of the route is on dirt paths. The first half has very little shade, and there is also a steep 200-metre-long uphill stretch. The flight of descending stone steps in the last section is quite steep, too.

If you plan on watching the sunrise or sunset on Dragon’s Back, check the Hong Kong Observatory website for the exact times: www.hko.gov.hk/gts/astron2018/almanac2018_index_uc.htm

There are no refueling stops along the trail.

To the starting point
• From MTR Shau Kei Wan Station Exit A, walk to the Shau Kei Wan Bus Terminus. Take bus 9 or the red minibus with the sign “Shek O” to the To Tei Wan stop on Shek O Road.

From the end point
• Take the red minibus with the sign “Shau Kei Wan” or a taxi from Big Wave Bay back to Shau Kei Wan.
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